You've been working on developing The Natural Capital Project's urban program. What's the vision for this program?

Our vision is to take the same science-based approach NatCap has developed for agricultural, forested, and coastal landscapes and use this knowledge to inform conservation and development decisions in urban areas. Cities are where the connections between people and nature have real and immediate consequences for health and wellbeing, so there's a great opportunity for NatCap to expand our impact.

We also see two parallel paths for our cities program. First, we have a set of well-developed tools and proven approaches for services like water security and coastal protection. We hope to scale these approaches through a global network of city leaders while identifying the places where nature-based solutions are most likely to improve resiliency and reduce environmental risks. Second, we envision a new suite of tools that will capture and integrate benefits for urban services such as mental health and recreation.

For a long time, conservation has focused on remote and rural areas. Where is this urgency in paying attention to cities coming from?

Over half of the global population now lives in cities and that percentage will only increase in the decades ahead. Urban nature — whether it is yards, parks, or street trees — may be most people's only contact with the natural world. Of course, those remote and rural areas are also important to urban residents. These rural areas provide valuable services like food and clean water. We need to highlight the links between conservation outside of cities in areas where services are originating as well as nature within cities.

Are there policy or strategic advantages of working in cities?

Certainly. Cities are laboratories for experimentation and centers of innovation. Cities can be nimble and responsive — city leaders and planners don't necessarily need to wait for state or federal government regulation or decision-making in order to act. New York City is setting up task forces to explore nature-based solutions to the urban heat island effect. Leaders in Durban, South Africa are advocating for natural capital...
approaches as a means to pursue more sustainable urbanization. Residents of cities also have power as advocates and consumers. The collective behavior of urban residents and leaders can have consequences for conservation far beyond the boundaries of the city.

You're based in the Twin Cities — a location I don't tend to associate with a lot of urban problems. Why start there?

The Twin Cities (St. Paul and Minneapolis) have one of the top-ranked parks systems in the U.S. Minnesotans place a lot of value on green space and water quality. There are positive examples we can learn from here that can hopefully be applied to other urban areas. But it isn't all positive. The Twin Cities struggles with equity issues, which means projects here need to consider how inequities play out across the metropolitan area.

In terms of scientific expertise, the University of Minnesota is home to an incredible wealth of researchers representing many different disciplines who are all working on issues and challenges in the urban space. The Institute on the Environment provided seed funding to launch and expand upon this network of urban researchers at Minnesota, and we plan on including other researchers and institutions moving forward.

While the Minnesota team is taking the lead on scoping Urban-InVEST, the Urban-InVEST program at NatCap will engage the collective talent and expertise across NatCap to build a collaborative network representing many academic and non-academic partners in the U.S. and internationally. For example, we've already developed new partnerships with the University of Washington, the University of Vermont, the New School, and UCLA.

What is the relationship between sustainability and equity in cities?

We cannot tackle sustainability without considering equity. Environmental sustainability is often associated with the concerns of communities of privilege — think electric cars & solar panels. However, the environment affects all urban residents, and the negative impacts often fall disproportionately on the poor and vulnerable. I'm motivated to work directly with underserved communities to help visualize and advocate for the environment that they want, recognizing that different groups will have different preferences for urban nature and the services nature provides.

How do trailer park communities figure into your scoping?

A lot of the planning that happens in cities is very top down. There are city-wide initiatives for green infrastructure developed and implemented at the city or regional scale. I'm interested in exploring the role of natural capital models and tools in more of a bottom up approach to urban design and planning. Would information on the benefits of trees or other green spaces at the neighborhood-scale be useful to residents in advocating for the futures that they want for their communities?

The idea to pilot this bottom-up approach in trailer parks came from colleagues working in affordable housing. Most people are surprised to learn manufactured housing is largest source of unsubsidized affordable housing in the nation. And trailer parks are...
more likely to be located in environmentally vulnerable locations in the cities — near highways with greater exposure to pollution or in flood prone areas on the outskirts of urban centers.

I'm interested to learn how these communities might benefit from information about the role of nature in reducing air pollution, reducing infrastructure expenses, improving access to recreational and cultural amenities, improving mental health, or providing shade for homes that often don't have air conditioning.

**Does NatCap's approach include a direct interaction with those communities? How do they get involved?**

Our hope is to work with existing networks that serve these communities. We're still in the early stages, so stay tuned for more information as partnerships and plans develop.

**Which urban ecosystem services are rising to the top of your scoping efforts?**

I'm excited about the work on the mental health benefits of nature developed by Greg Bratman and Gretchen Daily at Stanford University. Their work has found clear mood and cognitive benefits for people who experience urban nature.

We have a small grant to convene public health officials, designers, planners and other city leaders interested in incorporating information on mental health into their decisions about the design and planning of urban parks and green spaces. Our initial meetings revealed a huge demand for tools and guidance from a variety of stakeholders. We're excited to explore questions such as "What would a city designed for mental health look like?" or "What is the appropriate dose of urban nature?""

Another opportunity I'm excited about is in Africa — we are hearing from cities like Addis Ababa and Durban that are trying to run our regular InVEST tools to evaluate their alternative development plans. The current InVEST tools are pretty limited in the quality of information they can provide for services relevant to the residents of these cities, especially for things like heat stress and disease, exposure to polluted air and water, and cultural benefits. The fact that these cities are using our tools is great, but I'd like to be able to provide them with a better toolkit that is more appropriate for their needs.

**You started your academic career as a biogeochemist. How did you wind up working with NatCap?**

I wanted to be a scientist, but I also wanted to make a difference and do work that mattered to people, not just other scientists. However, as a graduate student, I started to grow frustrated with how hard it seemed to do that kind of science. There was no clear connection to real people or problems. I did not see a path within academia that was aligned with my goals and passions. I left academia after my masters and began searching for careers with more direct relevance to decisions, policies, and people. After a few years exploring urban planning, landscape architecture, and eventually a nursing degree, I ended up being drawn back to science through my introduction to the Natural Capital Project.

**So does this urban conservation work you're doing now allow you to integrate those former passions?**

I'm excited to return to those earlier interests in urban planning, landscape architecture, and public health. Our urban work has the potential to be really impactful. The intersection of science and people and decisions is where I am most inspired to work, and these connections are particularly strong in cities.

*Bonnie Keeler leads the Minnesota-based NatCap team, where she is a staff scientist at the Institute on the Environment at the University of Minnesota.*
Peter Kareiva Goes To The City
KAREIVA TO LEAD UCLA’S INSTITUTE ON THE ENVIRONMENT

NatCap co-founder Peter Kareiva stepped down from his full-time position as chief scientist at The Nature Conservancy to lead the University of California — Los Angeles' Institute on the Environment and Sustainability. Though he will continue to play a leadership role at TNC as a Senior Science Adviser, the news sparked a shower of retrospectives on Kareiva’s contributions to environmental science, including being credited with helping to change the trajectory of conservation, putting humanity in center focus.

"Peter consistently made conservation about people," said Sanjayan, executive vice president and senior scientist at Conservation International, "and with that simple innovation, he gave us a new paradigm by which we could protect the places and creatures we love. Everything from water funds to community-based fisheries to Development by Design is rooted in and supported by this simple premise: that people need nature, and saving natural capital is an investment in our future."

Kareiva will continue to guide NatCap from his new urban hub, and maintains his role as a member of our Governing Committee. He outlines some of his vision for this new endeavor in an interview with the LA Times.

"We probably know enough biology to solve most of the problems," Kareiva said. "It's not biology that's eluding us, it's social science, economics, psychology, human behavior, how to reach people."

"People's values are at the forefront of conservation psychology. I think we should start with what I call the endgame: What do we want the world to look like in 2050? Have that constrained by real information: There are going to be 9 billion people in the world. You have to work with that. And there's going to be climate change, and that's part of your palette. You paint the picture of what you want the world to be like in 2050. Then you say, "What are the ways of getting there?"

With New Research, Can Big Agriculture Leave Its Food Safety Salad Days Behind

New research by NatureNet fellow Daniel Karp and collaborators shows that a massive effort to cut trees and clear shrubs from California farms did not have the intended effect of making food safer for people, but may have even made contamination more likely.
After a particularly virulent strain of \textit{Escherichia coli} killed three people in 2006, and put nearly 200 others in the hospital, including 30 with kidney failure, investigators traced the bacteria back to lettuce grown on the California Central Coast, an area known as the nation's "salad bowl," producing two out of 3 of all salad vegetables consumed in the U.S.

It was known that cow dung can harbor the bacteria. Since the Central Coast is a patchwork of ranches and vegetable farms a perception emerged that wildlife were the culprits, spreading the pathogen from ranchlands to crops. Acting without data, food retailers, packers and buyers requested that farmers try to eliminate feral pigs, birds, foxes, rodents and other animals that live on farm peripheries. Farmers complied by setting poison traps, erecting fences, taking out trees and shrubs, and dumping chemicals into reservoirs.

Karp's study, published in the \textit{Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences} shows that not only did this policy fail to reduce the presence of pathogens, but farms that removed the most vegetation actually showed higher levels of contamination.

Karp is a postdoc at the University of California-Berkeley, advised by Claire Kremen, and a recipient of a NatureNet fellowship, a program sponsored by TNC to foster research about how to meet "unprecedented demands for food, water and energy — and meeting these demands without exacerbating climate change and degrading natural systems."

Conservation has embraced the idea that protecting nature is beneficial to people, but Karp wanted to use his fellowship to look at the alternative. "I was interested in looking at trade offs, situations where it's not this potential win-win," said Karp, "where maybe it is that nature is causing a cost on society."

But it turned out that having wild plants around farms made the food supply safer.

"We're all well-versed in the fact that habitat can filter out nutrients in the water, and that may be what's going on here," Karp said.

The paper included farming strategies that are more likely to reduce the risks of food poisoning including: installing fencing upstream from cattle and wildlife; attract livestock away from upstream waterways with water troughs and feed; expose compost heaps to high temperatures through regular turning to enhance soil fertility without compromising food safety; and maintain diverse wildlife communities with fewer competent disease hosts.

\textbf{Comanaging fresh produce for nature conservation and food safety}

Karp, Daniel S.; Sasha Gennet; Christopher Kilonzo; Melissa Partyka; Nicolas Chaumont; Edward R. Atwill; Claire Kremen. \textit{PNAS. August 10, 2015. doi:10.1073/pnas.1508435112}

\textbf{OTHER PRESS AND PUBLICATIONS:}

\textbf{Who loses? Tracking ecosystem service redistribution from road development and mitigation in the Peruvian Amazon}


The deforestation created by a proposed road project linking two cities in Peru and Brazil would harm water quality for nearby streams and rivers - an impact that could be compensated for through mitigation activities such as planting trees. But a new study looks for the first time at whether the benefits of mitigation (i.e. cleaner water) would actually reach the people most impacted by the proposed project.
"It doesn't seem like it's possible to completely offset the ecosystem service losses that would be expected from this particular road project for all people in the area just through restoration or protection of natural ecosystems," said lead author Lisa Mandle. "By accounting for which parts of the landscape are providing benefits to which people, with the same amount of area used as mitigation, you can get a lot closer to off-setting those losses than would be possible just by using total area and ecosystem function, which is how most permitting mitigation programs currently work."
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Researchers find walking in nature provides mental health benefits
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Microsoft and The Natural Capital Project join forces to transform the way we evaluate the services that nature provides
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